
Sock Rocket Facebook Ads Portfolio – Al Amin 
Sock Rocket is a Calgary, Canada-based sock brand and social good organization 
that produces original, colorful, and unique socks while also distributing thousands 
of pairs to those in need. 

For every pair of socks they sell, the company donates three pairs to organizations 
that put people to good use. 

When I started working with Sock Rocket, the business was already well-known and 
had a strong brand awareness, but their paid media plan was less effective. That's 
where I came in. 

 
 

01. OLD PROBLEMS: 
Because Sock Rocket had no Facebook advertising history before working with me, I began 
with a clean slate.  

 



02. MY SOLUTIONS: 

I went to work with testing since there was no prior data to consult. I ran 20 distinct 
audiences and more than 60 unique ad combinations (not including dynamic ad 
variations) in my advertising funnel during the month. 

As I discovered successful ad combinations, I moved budgets to them while testing 
additional ad combinations to assist with future scaling. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



03. KEY STATISTICS: 

Here are the key Sock Rocket's Ads statistics: 

 Dates: November 1-30, 2020 
 ROAS: 6.94 
 Amount Spent: $2,980.54  
 Total Purchase Conversion Value: $20,679.30 
 Average Cost Per Purchase: $9.97 
 Total Purchases: 299 

Client Comment about the project after delivery: 

"Al, THANK YOU! We appreciate all you've done for us to help grow our 
business. It's because of your expertise that we're where we are today. We're 
looking forward to expanding our relationship even more shortly." 

- Cameron MacIntosh, Sock Rocket 

Client Comment about my work as a contractor: 

"Al has been a phenomenal contractor to work with. He is incredibly well-
versed in all things digital marketing and Facebook ads, making it easy for us 
to give him the reins on our advertising strategies. Al helped us scale our 
business very quickly, and because of his efforts, we're selling thousands 
more pairs of socks than ever before. I highly recommend Al to anyone 
looking for help with their digital marketing and Facebook ads!" 

- Cameron MacIntosh, Sock Rocket 


